
USER NEED 
STATEMENT

Users need an 
way to easily 
split household 
expenses 

Users need an 
app that can 
handle recurring 
payments

Users need 
Venmo because 
most people use 
it, so it needs to 
have what other 
apps have

Users need a 
way to track 
their finances 
and bills

Users need to 
not forget or 
worry about 
bills, so they use 
auto payments

Users still need 
Venmo for what 
it does best, 
which is splitting 
the bill

Users are going 
out less at the 
moment, so they 
need to use 
Venmo in a 
different way

Users need the 
best features of 
Venmo to stay 
the same

Users need to 
use other apps 
for recurring 
payments, but 
could be using 
Venmo

Venmo 
transactions are 
currently activity 
driven, but users 
need a way to use 
the app when they 
aren’t going out as 
much

Users need 
optional 
reminders

Users that are 
using the app 
more have had 
the app longer, so 
newer users need 
time to utilize all 
the features 

Users need 
privacy and are 
not interested in 
seeing other 
people’s 
transactions

primarily uses 
venmo to split 
things with 
girlfriend (lives 
with gf)

recent payments 
for household 
things with gf - 
groceries, rent, 
food, shows

recent payments 
for household 
things with gf - 
groceries, rent, 
food, shows

most often gf 
sending money to 
me

90% of venmo 
transactions are 
with partner 
(lives with bf)

consistently 
paying partner for 
rent and groceries 
each month

have used venmo 
for splitting 
utilities with 
roommates and 
rent with 
girlfriend

in college, paid my 
roommates most 
often. now pay my 
gf the most

in college, paid my 
roommates most 
often. now pay my 
gf the most

used to pay rent 
with roommates 
right on the dot, 
but now it varies 
more

when living with 
rommates in the 
past, used venmo 
for groceries more 
than bills

Paying roommates/partner

PRIORITY

SECONDARY

Participants use Venmo to split household expenses with roommates or partners.

KEY

Participants use other apps that offer recurring payments

Participants prefer auto payment

Participants use Venmo for food and splitting bills

Participants are going out less and using the app with friends less

Participants are happy with Venmo

Participants are currently using Venmo mostly for one off payments

Participants are currently using Venmo on average less that 4 times per month 

Participants do not enjoy the social feed

Participants have used the app for less than 3 years

Participants have used the app for more than 3 years

Particpants don’t use reminders in the app, but like 
to have reminders before payments go through

Originally 
downloaded to 
pay therapist 
(avoid having to 
use checks)

Used cash app 
but not anymore. 
only downloaded 
because it was 
how to pay rent in 
previous living 
situatins

uses apple pay 
for 
consistent/recurri
ng payments 
more

uses chase’s 
payment app for 
recurring therapy 
payments

used to use cash 
app with 
roommates for rent

uses paypal for 
consistent, 
recurring 
payments (ex: 
patreon)

Other app usage

uses autopay for 
recurring bills that 
are the same every 
month (car, 
spotify)

likes the idea of 
hands free 
payments (auto 
pay)

plan my credit 
card payments 
because mine 
don’t let me 
schedule 
upcoming 
payments

prefers auto 
payments because 
bad at 
rememberign 
when to pay and 
gets late fees

use auto payments 
as much as 
possible

very much prefers 
to just have the 
payment go 
through so i don’t 
forget

keeps track of bills 
by enrolling in auto 
payments

Auto pay

Use venmo for 
food

Use venmo to 
pay friends back 
(lives alone)

Uses venmo for 
groceries, eating 
out, rent

uses venmo for 
paying friends 
after 
meals/splitting 
the bill

uses venmo 
primarily to pay 
friends, split food 
bills (lives alone)

mostly paying core 
group of friends

Food/splitting bills

keeps track of bills 
with calendar

keeps tracks of 
bills in 
spreadsheet

tried using mint, 
but it kind of 
freaked me out to 
connect finances 
to it

pays bills as soon 
as possible

keeps tracks of bills 
in google 
form/spreadsheet 
and tries to make all 
bill payments 
around the first of 
the month  

Bills

Does not like 
public feed much, 
not interested in 
seeing other 
people’s 
payments

the social feed is 
kind of weird. i 
don’t want others 
seeing my stuff. 
Voerysitic when 
seeing others, 
don’t love that.

finds it super weird 
that the app 
shows you other 
people’s expenses

don’t like the social 
feed at all. i dont 
want people 
knowing about my 
transactions

Social Feed

Only uses venmo 
for one off 
payments 
currently

mostly one off 
transactions

uses venmo for 
more one off 
payments, but 
apple pay for 
consistent 
payments

using venmo more 
for one off 
payments

One-off

before pandemic, 
used app with 
friends and 
coworkers more 
often 

uses venmo less 
often since 
quarantine and 
now just with gf

changed since 
quarantine, since 
not eating out with 
friends, just living 
with partner

my venmo usage is 
activity driven

since quarantine, 
use venmo a lot 
less since i’m not 
going out as much

Quarantine

thinks venmo is 
easy and fast

likes how quick 
venmo is. 

thinks the app 
works well

nothing really 
surprising about 
the app, it’s pretty 
consistent

pretty happy with 
the ap and how ti 
works

Likes

Uses venmo one 
to three times a 
month

uses the app 
about 2 or 3 
times per month, 
could vary

used venmo more 
before quaratine - 
maybe 5 times a 
month - but now 
using only once or 
twice

usage per month 
varies, sometimes 
none and 
sometimes 4 or 5 
times

Uses < 4x a month

Have had venmo 
for a little over a 
year

have been using 
venmo for 4 or 5 
years

have been using 
venmo for 3-4 
years

have used venmo 
for 5-6 years

have been using 
venmo for about 
three years

Length of app useage

likes apple pay 
for rewards 
system

doesnt use apple 
pay with gf 
because her bank 
doesn’t like it, so 
they use venmo 
more

did not like cash 
app. did not synch 
with my email, and 
vemo works fine, 
so i just use venmo 
now

still used venmo 
when cash app 
was downloaded. 
only used cash 
app for apt

used zelle once, 
but do not use 
anymore

have been in 
situations where i 
needed to use 
paypal or chase 
because ppl did 
not have venmo

i have used the 
chase app quick 
pay and use this if 
person doesn’t 
have venmo

Participants use other apps if “person does not have 
Venmo”, and often delete the app afterwards

Participants use calendars and spreadsheets to 
keep track of bills

doesn’t use 
reminder feature, 
usually sitting in 
front of person 
when payment 
happens

would want to 
have reminders 
about an upcoming 
payment at first, 
but then switch to 
autopay once used 
to it

more often paying 
partner, who pays 
the bills. not good 
at remembering 
myself

partner doesn’t 
send reminders 
through app but 
instead verbally

i still get reminders 
when an auto pay 
is coming up - that 
way, i know how 
much to put into 
the account for 
withdrawl

Reminders


